Car window
treatment

Gammes disponibles et tarifs

Questions fréquentes

Confidentiality films

Can I have a window treatment installed
on my front windows?
No. It is illegal to deteriorate the visibility of
your front windows by more than 30%. Since
your original car windows are already slightly
tinted, you’d definitely go over this rate should
you add any tint.

These reflective films keep a perfect visibility on
the road and protect you efficiently against
unwanted looks. Combining the benefits of the
sun protection treatment and that of untinted
glass,
confidentiality films
offer optimal
comfortto both driver and passengers.
Window treatment installation and prices
All films are installed by professionals only and
are guaranteed for 10 years. We’ll need to keep
your car for a half day to perform the work.
Contact us for a free quote!
* prices subject to change

Carrosserie Bussy offers a large assortment of
automotive glass tinting films to meet your
needs.
Solar films
These films act as a filter against harmful UV
rays and help you keep down the temperature
inside your vehicule. The various tints available
also offer a good way to personalize your car.
Safe-System films
This colorless treatment laminates the glass and
strenghtens it so it won’t crumble into pieces,
thus protecting the vehicle’s passengers in case
of an accident or car-jacking.

Vehicle Category

Price*
(CHF)

City, Compact
Ex. Polo, Clio, Fiat 500, Corsa, etc.

From 450

Mid-size limousine, wagon
Ex. Mondéo, C5, Passat, etc.

From 500

Monospace
Ex. Espace, C8, Galaxy, Sharan

From 550

Large limousine, 4x4
Ex. A8, Range Rover, Touareg, Série 7

From 650

Minibus
Ex. Jumpy, Traffic, etc.

From 800

The only treatment we can suggest is SafeSystem, since it is perfectly transparent and
colorless.
How should I clean my tinted glass ?
Use a tissue or piece of soft fabric with regular
cleaner. Make sure to avoid abrasive products.
A good tip : add a drop of shower gel to a
bunch of water, place this mix in a sprayer and
you’ll avoid « blue » traces, especially on the
windshield.
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